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• LLMs produce text sequences word-by-word by computing conditional probability based on context

• At a sufficiently large scale, they can answer questions, generate arguments, write poetry, impersonate 
characters, negotiate contracts.

• They achieve competitive results across a wide variety of standard NLP tasks including entity typing, 
sentiment analysis, and textual entailment, showcasing “emergent behavior” such as in-context learning 
(Wei et al., 2022) 
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It is the Best of Times



It is the Worst of Times
• “One-fits-all” models cause self-identity crisis

• Applied to hundreds or even thousands of tasks (Sanh et al., 2022)

• Some of these tasks seem to be nearly solved (e.g., single-document news summarization, entity typing) 

• Many of the tasks are what our current PhD students are tackling

• To add insult to injury – NLP research becomes too luxury
• Most academic institutions do not have enough GPUs to perform fine-tuning on LLMs, not to mention pre-train them from 

scratch (Ajao, 2023; Writer, 2023)

• They must pay significant amounts to industry for access to computing clouds and LLM APIs (I’m paying $40K/month to 
these services)

• This access can be revoked at a whim due to usage caps, policy changes, or funding limits



How Can We Stay Relevant?
• While LLMs seemingly close research avenues, they also open up new ones
• Current LLMs remain somewhat monolithic, expensive, amnesic, delusional, 

uncreative, static, assertive, stubborn, and biased black boxes
• LLMs lack of self-learning, self-updating, self-correction and knowledge generalization 

capabilities
• NLP!=NLG: There are many more exciting and challenging problems other than NLG 

out there
• Structured Prediction
• Cross-document reasoning
• Online Learning
• Theoretical Understanding of LLMs
• Factual Error Correction
• AI for scientific discovery
• ….

• Case Study on Situation Reporting and Forestcasting



Some of us are not losing our jobs yet: State of LLMs for Information Extraction
Today 

LLMs have not caught up with SOTA in more complex IE tasks yet, but more and 
more people are applying LLMs for IE.
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Table from Li et al. “Evaluating ChatGPT’s Information Extraction Capabilities: An 
Assessment of Performance, Explainability, Calibration, and Faithfulness”. Arxiv 2023. 

near SOTA

large gap



What are Situation Reports?

● The key to situation understanding for unfolding events is to extract the 
common truths across heterogeneous data for creating situation reports for 
guiding action planning and strategic development.

● Manual construction of situation reports by expert analysts
○ time-consuming, resource-intensive and unscalable
○ often limited to a few topics, scenarios or regions
○ can be biased, incomplete, difficult to keep up-to-date
○ incapable of consolidating information across foreign languages and multiple data 

modalities 

● Situation reports are expected to have following characteristics:
○ Salient information about key events, trends, statistics relevant to subject of interest.
○ Clear logical structure to help understand, follow, and easily access information
○ Organized as Timelines to seamlessly update for new events and cover event progressions 

can be covered over longer time periods.
○ Grounded Factual Content to build credibility and trust by allowing for cross-checking of 

information presentedOur Goal: Automatic generation of intelligence reports to facilitate timely, comprehensive, and organized presentation of 
information in support of prompt policy actions and tactical operations.



What Would the “SmartBook” Look Like? An Example Chapter



What Would the “SmartBook” Look Like? An Example Chapter



• Fluent, but short, generic 
and boring

• No concrete or up-to-
date information

• No evidence

• No guarantee of truthful 
information

• English text only

Wait … Can GPT do this already?



● Is Russian positioning forces inside of Russian for possible follow-on actions 
into Ukraine after initial invasion?

• The arrival of Russian forces in Slavutych came after several days of shelling against the 
city, which is strategically located close to the Dnieper River, about 95 miles (150 
kilometers) north of Kyiv and close to the border with Belarus.

• Russia has been using Belarus as a springboard for many of its air operations in Ukraine, 
according to intelligence collected by NATO surveillance planes flying over the Polish-
Ukrainian border and radar seen by CNN.

• So far, however, US officials have not seen Belarusian troops "being readied to move into 
Ukraine" or "that they are moving or are in Ukraine," a senior US defense official said 
Monday, adding that the forces inside Ukraine are Russian.

● What is the size of Russian and Ukrainian forces currently involved in Ukraine?
• It said the Ukrainians had created a force of 20,000 close to the Belarus border, which 

"requires a response from us.”
• It also said 400 Russian soldiers are "present full time" at the site.

Asking Our SmartBook the Same Questions



Compared to Bing Search + GPT3.5



Asking Our SmartBook the Same Question



Compared to Bing Search + GPT3.5



Asking Our SmartBook the Same Question



SmartBook Overview

Overall workflow for constructing SmartBook. Given the articles corresponding to a specific timeline, the figure shows 
the process for obtaining the chapters, their section headings, and the corresponding section content.

• We propose SmartBook, an automated framework that generates comprehensive, real-time situation 
reports from various sources, by discovering critical strategic questions and grounding the report with 
trustworthy factual evidence.



Limitations of Human-Generated Questions

● Questions from human analyst are static and become outdated as the conflict has been evolving 
too rapidly
○ e.g., What are the reports on Naval activity in the Black Sea?
○ The above question doesn’t have much relevant content from the past 3 weeks.

● Some human-generated questions are too vague or complex to parse
○ e.g., Is Russian positioning forces inside of Russian for possible follow-on actions into Ukraine after initial invasion?

● Human-generated questions often require multi-hop reasoning and aggregation
○ e.g., What is the reporting size of Russian and Ukrainian forces currently involved in Ukraine?

● Can we automatically generate questions from news articles?
○ What was the reason for the withdrawal of Russian troops from Lyman?
○ What are the possible motives for sabotage of the Nord Stream gas pipelines?

● We aim to generate and update the smartbook for regular intervals, based on the events in that 
time period (e.g., bi-weekly).



SmartBook Overview

● Major events for each timeline are identified by clustering the news articles within the given time period.
● Derive a corresponding short chapter name for each cluster based on news story headline generation
● For generating chapter content, we automatically discover strategic questions that cover various strategic aspects 

of the event by prompting GPT-3 with the chapter name and a grounded context, and filtering duplicated questions:
○ What was the reason for the withdrawal of Russian troops from Lyman?
○ What are the possible motives for sabotage of the Nord Stream gas pipelines?

Organized as timelines for 
rapid updates

Clear logical Structure

Timelines

Chapters

Section Headings

Section Contents
Associated 
Knowledge

Salient topic-
relevant claims

Grounded factual 
content with 

citations



Challenges and Our Solutions
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ØChallenge 1: Open-domain Information Extraction techniques lack of global 
prior knowledge and cannot perform prediction

• Event Schema Induction for better Information Extraction, Event Prediction and 
Situation Forecasting

• Challenge 2: Existing Vision+ Language neural models fail to understand 
complex situations

• Explicitly probing large V+L neural models to force them to pay attention to 
event and action related knowledge

• Challenge 3: Conflicting or complementary claims may come from a wide 
range of multilingual multimedia sources

• Cross-lingual Cross-media Claim Verification and Factual Error Correction



Completing Knowledge Lifecycle: Neural Models Self-Learning Symbolic 
Knowledge

Large Neural 
Models

Elicit Explicit 
Symbolic 

Knowledge 

Knowledge 
Localization and  
Generalization

Knowledge 
Augmentation and 

Distillation

Knowledge 
Patching and 
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•Structured Knowledge
•Background Knowledge
•Domain-Specific Knowledge
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•Task-Specific Knowledge

External 
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Data
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Extraction



• TV shows about “CEO boss guy”
• He always has this really slicked back hair-style, always wears a suit
• He has this really non.cha.lant look
• He speaks at least 5 languages
• He spent 5 years somewhere in France just for the sake of learning everything pretentious about the 

wine
• And he spent his recent 5 years somewhere in NYC, of course the upper east side
• At age 15 he got into Harvard, accepted by 10 majors
• Ever since then he started to run this big multi-billion dollar company
• He met this girl who graduated from an unknown college somewhere in the middle of nowhere and 

applied for internship in the company run by this guy
• Love stories by Qiong Yao

• Pretty women are good at crying in a pretty way
• At least two people get their hearts broken
• Main characters are very poetical
• The original wife is evil
• The main character is always a jerk but very popular, jobless, and yells 20

Story Repeats Itself
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• What does ChatGPT know about these schemas?
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• What does ChatGPT know about these schemas?
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Quiz Time! Order these episodes in a CEO Boss Guy TV show

1

2

3

4

5
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Procedure Repeats Itself



1. MnO2 (8.31 g, 0.10 mol) and K2CO3 (13.2 g, 0.10 
mol) were added to a stirred solution of alcohol 
(2.06 g, 5.32 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (38 mL). 

2. Stir (the mixture) for 30 min at 25 °C

3. The suspension was filtered through Celite

4. The filtrate (things that has passed through the 
filter) was evaporated

5. Purify the residue by column chromatography 
(SiO2, 90:8:2 hexane/EtOAc/Et3N)

6. Afforded 1.88 g (92%) of 15 (a chemical shown as 
its structure in the paper)

25

Procedure Repeats Itself



• John purchased a high-pressure cooker and materials for 
bomb making. ________________. _________________. There 
was an explosion during Boston Marathon. 
_______________. Police found the bomb was inside a high-
pressure cooker. ____________________. 
___________________. John was sentenced to death.

26

Quiz Time!
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• Schemas, or scripts, were originally defined by (Schank and Abelson, 1975) as “ a 
predetermined, stereotyped sequence of actions that defines a well-known 
situation”. 



Open-Domain Hierarchical Schema Induction



Round 1: Get the main 
events of a scenario. Round 3: Verification of 

temporal and hierarchical 
edges

Round 2: For each 
event, expand to 
connected events. 

● Advantages Compared to Previous Methods
o Open-Domain: our model can induce schemas for any scenario given the scenario name
o Extensible: our paradigm can support new event-event relations by adding new prompt templates. We 

showcase this by including hierarchical relations. 
o Interpretable: by representing events with sentences, human assessors consider our schemas to be more 

readable than prior approaches

Open Domain Hierarchical Schema Induction via LLMs [Li et al., 
ACL2023]



Retrieval-Augmented Prompting

• When humans curate schemas, they often refer to related news articles or Wikipedia

• Whenever our prompt is related to an event, we simulate this process by using the GPT3-
generated event description to retrieve related passages to serve as extra context to the 
language model 

- To encourage the model to output a general answer, we retrieve 3 passages per 
prompt using a pretrained TCT-ColBERT model.

- Retrieving multiple passage (ideally about different instances) is important for 
guiding the model to produce a generalized answer.
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Event Skeleton Construction and Event Expansion

31



Question Decomposition for Event-Event Relations 

• Instead of directly asking for “Does event A happen before event B?”, we ask 
three questions about start time, end time and duration. 

• This allows us to avoid conflicting hierarchical and temporal relations since 
the hierarchical relation can be defined as spatial-temporal containment. 

32



Hierarchical Schema Quality: Findings

Our baseline GPT-DOT, directly 
asks GPT3 to output a linearized 
graph format of the final schema 
given some in-context examples. 

Compared to our model, GPT-
DOT generates much fewer 
events (10.11 events for GPT-
DOT VS 52.6 events on ODIN) 
which leads to high precision but 
low recall. 

GPT-DOT struggles with 
hierarchical relations.



Interpretability Evaluation Results

- Human assessors are able to compose a 
longer story with better event coverage using 
our schema while taking roughly the same 
amount of time. 

- Human assessors rate our event descriptions 
and event names to be very helpful (>4.5 
score) and our schemas are easier to 
understand compared to the baseline. Blue: Our method IncPrompt

Red: Double-GAE



Epidemic Schema Example

temporal

hierarchical

Contributory 
Factors 

Onset

Research Response

Authority Response 

Society Response

Outbreak Investigation Justice



Contributory Factors

Event

Optional Event



Onset

Medical Response 



Outbreak

Medical Response 



Medical Response



Research Response



Authority Response



Society Response



Investigation



Justice



Schema Enhanced Information Extraction
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• A typical sequence-to-graph information extraction model [Lin et al., ACL2020]



• We design a set of global feature templates (e.g., event_type1 – role1 – role2 – event_type2 : an 
entity acts a role1 argument for an event_type1 event and a role2 argument for an event_type2

event in the same sentence). A more comprehensive event schema library is inducted following 
(Li et al, 2020).

• The model learns the weight of each feature during training
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target

Life.Die Conflict.Attack

victim attacker

Life.Die Conflict.Attack

victim

Positive weight Negative 
weight

Template

event_type1 event_type2

role1 role2

■ Global score of a graph: local graph score + global feature score

Schema-Enhanced Information Extraction



Schema-Enhanced Information Extraction

• We use beam search to decode the information graph (Lin, et al, 2020)

• Example: He also brought a check from Campbell to pay the fines and fees.
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Schema-Enhanced Information Extraction (Li et al., EMNLP2020)
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• Use the state-of-the-art  IE system OneIE (Lin 
et al, 2020) to decode converts each input 
document into an IE graph 

• Each path in the graph schema is encoded as a 
single global feature for scoring candidate IE 
graphs

• OneIE promotes candidate IE graphs 
containing paths matching schema graphs

• http://blender.cs.illinois.edu/software/oneie
• F-scores (%) on ACE2005 data [Lin et al., 

ACL2020]: 

Dataset Entity Event Trigger
Identification

Event Trigger
Classification

Event Argument
Identification

Event Argument
Classification Relation

Baseline 90.3 75.8 72.7 57.8 55.5 44.7

+PathLM 90.2 76.0 73.4 59.0 56.6 60.9



General-Purpose Event Extraction for 3,465 types [Li et al., EMNLP2023]
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Hierarchical Schema Matching and Event Prediction [Wang et al., AKBC2022]

● Compute the probability for each schema event 
being missing conditioned on the current 
instance graph.
○ Neighbor Information (GNN)
○ Path Information (Bag of paths representations)

● Select the schema events with high probabilities 
as our predictions.

● Instantiate arguments from the matched events.



News Event Simulator for Disaster Forecasting and Prevention

51

● New Complex Event Graph Skeleton for a user Imagined Disease Outbreak in 2121

● Then generate a timeline of news articles about this imagined scenario
● Conduct factual error correction through inference and neuron subset pattern mining and model 

editing



“What-If” Situation Simulation for Disaster Forecasting



Schema Specialization



Entity Instantiation



Disaster Forecasting
In the rural areas of Nandi County, a local vendor named Joe Mwangi unknowingly spreads the H3N2 Influenza to others in the 
community. The distinctive cough of one of the first infected individuals, Sam Odera, becomes a telltale sign of the disease's presence. 
The Nandi County Health Department swiftly quarantines Sam, recognizing his distinctive cough as a symptom of H3N2 Influenza. Rural 
Connect Telecommunications (RCT) initiates a comprehensive health training program for its employees, including information on how to 
recognize the distinctive symptoms of the disease, measures to prevent airborne transmission, and protocols to follow if they or someone 
in the community falls ill. The government issues a decree enforcing strict quarantine measures, mandatory mask-wearing, and social 
distancing, and allocates additional resources to the Nandi County Health Department to enhance their capacity to manage the outbreak. 
The Nandi County Health Department imposes travel restrictions within the county, advising residents to stay within their settlements and 
avoid unnecessary travel to neighboring areas.
1. The distinctive cough of the H3N2 Influenza virus:
The distinctive cough associated with the H3N2 Influenza virus is a key factor in identifying the outbreak. The cough is characterized by a 
dry, hacking sound, often accompanied by a sore throat and difficulty breathing. This distinctive cough is a telltale sign of the virus's 
presence and can help healthcare professionals and the public identify and respond to the outbreak.
2. The role of the Nandi County Health Department:
The Nandi County Health Department plays a crucial role in managing the H3N2 Influenza outbreak. They are responsible for identifying 
the outbreak, implementing quarantine measures, and providing healthcare services to those affected. Their swift response and effective 
communication with the public are essential in containing the outbreak and minimizing its impact on the community.
3. The impact of the outbreak on the rural areas of Nandi County:
The H3N2 Influenza outbreak has a significant impact on the rural areas of Nandi County. The lack of healthcare facilities and 
communication infrastructure in these areas makes it challenging to manage the outbreak effectively. The travel restrictions imposed by 
the government further exacerbate the situation, limiting access to essential services and resources.
4. The role of Rural Connect Telecommunications (RCT) in managing the outbreak:
Rural Connect Telecommunications (RCT) plays a crucial role in managing the H3N2 Influenza outbreak. Their comprehensive health 
training program for employees and proactive measures to prevent the spread of the disease are commendable. Their efforts to improve 
communication infrastructure and allocate additional resources to the Nandi County Health Department are also essential in managing 
the outbreak effectively.



Impact of Schema Induction on Event Understanding

Task Before Using Schema After Using Schema Compared to LLMs Only 
Methods

Ontology Induction Manual Automatic open-domain 
entity/relation/event/argument role induction

Cannot do

Schema Induction Linear chain, closed-domain, 
from text only

Hierarchical, logical, temporal, open-domain (43 
newsworthy scenarios+general domain 
WikiHow/Youtube), from multi-modal

5.6% higher event F1, 31.4% higher 
hierarchical F1 than GPT

Text Event Extraction 33 types, supervised, require 
5000 event mentions to train

3,465 types, ontology and schema guided 
extraction, low cost/distant supervision

44.3% higher F1 on identification; 
42.1% higher F1 on classification than 
InstructGPT

Multimodal Event 
Extraction

Single data modality, 
supervised, closed domain, 
surface and entity-centric 
representation

Multimodal (text, image, video), zero-shot cross-
media transfer, open-domain, event-centric 
representation

Cannot do

Temporal Ordering Pairwise classification Global temporal consistency, reduce  exposure 
bias

5% higher accuracy than T5

Event Organization Isolated primitive events Hierarchically, logically, temporally well-
organized event structures

Cannot do

Event Prediction None Schema-guided multimedia event prediction Cannot do



Challenges and Our Solutions
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• Challenge 1: Open-domain Information Extraction techniques lack of global 
prior knowledge and cannot perform prediction

• Event Schema Induction for better Information Extraction, Event Prediction and 
Situation Forecasting

ØChallenge 2: Existing Vision+ Language neural models fail to understand 
complex situations

• Explicitly probing large V+L neural models to force them to pay attention to 
event and action related knowledge

• Challenge 3: Conflicting or complementary claims may come from a wide 
range of multilingual multimedia sources

• Cross-lingual Cross-media Claim Verification and Factual Error Correction



Case Study 2: Patching Video-Language Foundation Models with Action 
Knowledge

Large Neural 
Models

Elicit Explicit 
Symbolic 

Knowledge 

Knowledge 
Localization and  
Generalization

Knowledge 
Augmentation and 

Distillation

Knowledge 
Patching and 

Fusion

•Structured Knowledge
•Background Knowledge
•Domain-Specific Knowledge
•World Knowledge
•Task-Specific Knowledge

External 
Symbolic 

Knowledge

Unstructured 
Multimodal 

Multilingual Data

Knowledge 
Extraction



• Generated caption:  “A soldier feeding a baby to a dog” [Kamath et al., 2022]

Visual Activity Examples Where SOTA Vision-Language Models Failed



Recent VLMs face challenges in understanding visual language concepts 
beyond object nouns (e.g., recognizing attributes, relations, states) 

https://arxiv.org/abs/2210.01936

Visual Activity Examples Where SOTA Vision-Language Models Failed
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➤ Example: Design Knowledge-Specific Probing Tasks for Knowledge Patching

➤ Design Action Dynamics Benchmark (ActionBench) based on two VL datasets: SSv2, Ego4d
● Probing tasks: Action Antonym (AA), Video Reversal (VR)
● Baseline task: Object Replacement (OR)

SOTA Foundation Models are Clueless about Certain Types of Knowledge
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Near random performance on Action Antonym 
(AA) and Video Reversal (VR)

Clear biases towards object nouns 
compared to actions

Do SOTA VLMs really understand actions?
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➤ Patch → Fuse

How can we patch action knowledge into existing VidLMs without 
compromising their general VL capabilities?

PAXION

PAXION Framework Overview [Wang et al., NeurIPS2023 Spotlight]
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Knowledge Patcher: Patching frozen VLMs with Action Knowledge

New training objects DVDM 
(VAC, ATM losses) to force 
the model to encode action 
dynamics

Video-Action Contrastive (VAC): 
encourages learning the alignment 
between the video and the action 
verbs

Action-Temporal Matching: 
encourages learning the correct 
temporal ordering implied by the 
action text
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Knowledge Patcher: Patching frozen VLMs with Action Knowledge

A light-weight perceiver-
based module attached to 
a frozen VideLM
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Knowledge Patcher: Patching frozen VLMs with Action Knowledge

Before knowledge patching After knowledge patching



Similar Problem on Geometry perception

GPT4-VLlava v1.5



GPT4-V

GPT4-V

Similar Problem on Geometry perception



Create a new benchmark to force the model to explicitly learn 
geometry

Geo-Eval: Four newly proposed tasks aiming 
at evaluating very basic geometric 
perception ability, with unseen shapes, styles 
or question types not overlapping with Geo-
Mix.

Geo-Mix: a new geometric-centric instruction-tuning mixture containing seven tasks; we repurpose and generate 
perception focused QA pairs based on six existing datasets 



Geometric Perception Results

Models Finetuning Mixture Unseen Evaluation Tasks

Angles Lines Intersect Position3D

Random Guess 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Llava-v1.5-7b - 0.51 0.608 0.518 0.523

Llava-v1.5-7b geo-mix + llava-mix 5% 0.786 0.613 0.564 0.608

LlavaGeo-7b geo-mix + llava-mix 5% 0.81 0.644 0.643 0.684

● To prevent catastrophic forgetting, we include a small subset of original llava training data (llava-mix) as replay 
data

Ab
la

tio
n



Qualitative Examples (compare with Latest GPT4-V)

LLavaGeo: Yes.✅ LLavaGeo: Yes.✅



Challenges and Our Solutions
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• Challenge 1: Open-domain Information Extraction techniques lack of global 
prior knowledge and cannot perform prediction

• Event Schema Induction for better Information Extraction, Event Prediction and 
Situation Forecasting

• Challenge 2: Existing Vision+ Language neural models fail to understand 
complex situations

• Explicitly probing large V+L neural models to force them to pay attention to 
event and action related knowledge

ØChallenge 3: Conflicting or complementary claims may come from a wide 
range of multilingual multimedia sources

• Cross-lingual Cross-media Claim Verification and Factual Error Correction
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Zero-shot QA-based Claim Detection Framework [Reddy et al., 
COLING2022; AAAI2023]



Cross-media Information Consistency Checking [Fung et al., ACL2021]

InfoSurgeon

bbc.com

Police Brutality in HK at new Extreme Levels
Aug 11, 2019    Lisa Lu

HK police shoot cold bullets 
at protestors from hidden 
corners.

GNN

IE / KG Representation

Graph 
Classifier

Edge 
Classifier

Real /
Fake

Misinformative
Knowledge 
Elements:

Police brutality has risen 
to a new, extreme level in 
HK this past weekend. HK 
police started shooting
at protestors on the 
streets, including the 
unarmed, peaceful 
protestors. One notable 
incidence involved a
woman at the Tsim Sha Tsui bus stop being shot in the 
eye by a policeman hiding behind corners. No warning 
was issued beforehand, and the woman was 
permanently blinded. Local activists are avidly calling 
for international attention on the HK police brutality.

{<police, located in, hidden corner>, 
<police, blinded, the woman>}

Head
Nodes

HK
protestors

woman

activists
Tsim Sha Tsui

bus stop

…

crowd

External 
Knowledge

Base

Entity 
Linking

police

hidden corner

❖ Combine local and global features 
❖ Leverage external knowledge to help pinpoint misinformation



• We constructed a trustworthy multilingual passage collection by collecting news articles from bbc.com.

• We propose a cross-lingual retriever, CONCRETE, that can retrieve evidence from any languages, extended from a cross-
lingual retriever, mDPR [Asai et al., 2021].

• We propose a new Cross-lingual Inverse Cloze Task (X-ICT) to identify the passage corresponding to a translated title; 
X-ICT warm-start the retriever by predicting the context given a randomly sampled sentence.

• We further fine-tune mDPR on the proposed X-ICT task.
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“Reader”

Cross-lingual Fact-checking [Huang et al., COLING2022]



Motivated by how humans
correct factual errors, we
break this task into five sub-
tasks:

• Claim answer generation

• Question generation

• Question answering

• QA-to-claim

• Correction scoring
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Zero-shot Faithful Fact Error Correction [Huang et al., 
2023submission]



Automatic Citation Generation: Grounded Abstractive Summarization with 
News Claim Linking

Question: Who are the likely 
suspects in the Nord Stream 
pipeline sabotage?

Summary: The most likely suspects 
in the Nord Stream pipeline 
sabotage are either the U.S. or a 
foreign power.

Claims

1) Experts and also Russia, which built the network of gas pipelines, said the possibility of sabotage 
could not be ruled out

2) Russian-state-run media has hinted the U.S. is behind this.

3) European and NATO officials are blaming sabotage for three leaks in the Nord Stream 1 and 2 
undersea pipelines running from Russia to Germany under the Baltic Sea.

4) Russian energy giant Gazprom, a state entity, owns a controlling interest in both pipelines. 

5) Sweden's security service has opened a "gross sabotage" investigation regarding the incident at 
the Nord Stream pipelines, the agency said in a statement Wednesday, adding that it cannot be 
ruled out "that a foreign power is behind it."

Summary: The most likely suspects in the 
Nord Stream pipeline sabotage are either 
the U.S. [2] or a foreign power [5].

● In-context learning to generate query-focused abstractive summaries + human expert analyst editing
● Citations are directly added into the generated summary using the instruction of the form:

“summarize the above, regarding <strategic question X>, with citations”



Challenges and Our Solutions
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• Challenge 1: Open-domain Information Extraction techniques lack of global 
prior knowledge and cannot perform prediction

• Event Schema Induction for better Information Extraction, Event Prediction and 
Situation Forecasting

• Challenge 2: Conflicting or complementary claims may come from a wide 
range of multilingual multimedia sources

• Cross-lingual Cross-media Claim Verification and Factual Error Correction

ØChallenge 3: Existing large language models fail to generate meaningful 
long texts
• A novel lambda-shaped attention mask to generate situation report of infinite 

length



Experiments: Strategic Importance of Questions
We performed a human evaluation of the questions within SmartBook by measuring for the following aspects:

● Strategic Importance: Introspection on whether the question provided within SmartBook would have been asked as a strategic 
question by a senior analyst. One of three categories, namely, Not Strategic, Some Strategic Value, and Definitely Strategic.

● Relevant Tactical Information: Question is evaluated based on its corresponding SmartBook summary, as a measure of how much 
relevant tactical information useful to an analyst can be gathered using the question. Categorized into No information is tactical, 
Some information is tactical, and Most information is tactical.

Results from evaluation of 125 randomly selected questions by 3 annotators shows that most questions are strategic, with at least 82% of 
the questions having some strategic value. These questions can help gather relevant tactical information in roughly 93% of the cases.

Results from the human evaluation of the questions (section headings) in SmartBook.



Experiments: Quality of Generated Section Content 

● We evaluated our claim-drive summarization approach in SmartBook against two alternative approaches:
○ Query-focused Summarization: Directly pass the news articles as input to an LLM (GPT-3.5) to generate the summary, as opposed to 

using question-driven claim extraction and validation for identifying relevant content.
○ Web Search + LLM1: Analogous to Bing Search + ChatGPT by using the web as the background corpora for obtaining relevant web 

pages and summarizing them using an LLM (GPT-3.5).

● Three annotators are asked to assess the summaries on a scale of 1 to 5 for each of the following aspects:
○ Coherence: measures the quality of all sentences collectively regardless of the query
○ Relevance: quantifies whether the summary contains key points that answer the given question.
○ Strategicness: indication of whether the summary provides non-trivial and insightful information for analysts

● Results show that:
○ Our question-driven claim extraction step (3 vs 1) leads to considerably more relevant summaries.
○ Directly obtaining information from the web (2 vs 3) can give less strategic content compared to using focused news articles.

Results of human evaluation comparing the summaries within SmartBook against direct query-focused summarization 
and a Bing Search+ChatGPT analogous system. Results are on a 1-5 scale (worst to best).

1For this, we used perplexity.ai, which combines web-search with LLM for summarization.

https://www.perplexity.ai/


Experiments: Quality of Generated Section Content 

An example showing the summaries generated by different approaches. Question-
relevant information in the summaries is highlighted in blue. 

SmartBook summary contains 
considerably more relevant 

information
Web Search + LLM output contains 
hallucinated information suggesting 
both Russia and Ukraine have been 

using the ‘kamikaze’ drones.



Experiments: Editing by Expert Analyst 

Example showing intelligence analyst edits (in color) for an automatic machine generated SmartBook 
summary on the use of ‘kamikaze’ drones in the Ukraine-Russia crisis.

Human analyst mainly tends to 
add additional tactical information 
(in blue) in order to elaborate on 

certain aspects (e.g. what is 
special about the ‘kamikaze’ type 

of drone)

Analyst adds an interesting 
insight (in green) at the end 

based on the information in the 
summary

• We observe that token overlap between the generated and post-edited summaries is high, with a BLEU 
score of 59.0% and a Rouge-L score of 74.1%.
• Percentage of tokens deleted is only 2.3% meaning martBook can act as a good starting point for analysts 
to expand upon for the generation of situation reports.



Conclusions & What We Need
• Our overall aim is to combat both the stultification of NLP as a 

mere evaluation optimization endeavor and to dispel fears that 
LLMs and generative AI will shut down the field

• Embrace the new challenges brought by LLMs and improve our 
research standard (e.g., massively multilingual NLP, NLP for science)

• More open-minded to collaborate with researchers from other fields, including social science, 
natural science, computer vision, knowledge representation and reasoning, and human-
computer interaction

▪ What Humans are Good at & Machines are still Bad at
▪ Information consistency checking with background knowledge and commonsense knowledge
▪ Capture other aspects of human fake news generation, such as novelty and elaboration, engaging 

linguistic style, consistency with the remaining content

▪ What We Need
▪ Deeper thinking about the foundational conceptual models driving our field
▪ Global infrastructures to dramatically scale up computing resources to develop academia owned real 

open-source LLMs



Publicly Available Demos, Systems and Resources
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• SmartBook for Natural Disaster Monitoring: https://blenderdemo.com/smartbook-turkey-syria-earthquake

• SmartBook for Ukraine War: https://blenderdemo.com/smartbook

• SmartBook for DoS secretary’s visit to East Asia: https://blenderdemo.com/smartbook-july

• ClaimRadar for COVID19: https://blenderdemo.com/covid-list

• ClaimRadar for Ukraine Crisis (Old data): https://blenderdemo.com/ukraine-list

• ClaimRadar for Ukraine Crisis (New data): https://blenderdemo.com/ukraine-list-new 

• Real Time Claim Extraction for COVID19: https://blenderdemo.com/covid-extract

• Real Time Claim Extraction for Ukraine Crisis: https://blenderdemo.com/ukraine-extract

• Stance Controlled Generation: https://incas.csl.illinois.edu/blender/INCAS_Framing_(LM_Stance_Re-switching)

• Stance Detection: https://incas.csl.illinois.edu/blender/INCAS_Political_Stance_Classification
• InfoSurgeon: https://github.com/yrf1/InfoSurgeon
• ClaimRadar source code: https://github.com/uiucnlp/covid-claim-radar
• ClaimRadar docker: https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/blendernlp/covid-claim-radar 
• ClaimRadar demo video: http://blender.cs.illinois.edu/aida/covid_claim_radar.mp4 
• KAIROS RESIN Cross-document Cross-lingual Cross-media Information Extraction system:  https://github.com/RESIN-KAIROS/RESIN-

pipeline-public
• Joint Neural Information Extraction system (Lin et al., ACL2020)

• http://blender.cs.illinois.edu/software/oneie/
• GAIA Multimedia Event Extraction system (Li et al., ACL2020 best demo award)

• GitHub: https://github.com/GAIA-AIDA/uiuc_ie_pipeline_fine_grained

• Text IE DockerHub: https://hub.docker.com/orgs/blendernlp/
• Visual IE repositories: https://hub.docker.com/u/dannapierskitopta

https://blenderdemo.com/smartbook-turkey-syria-earthquake
https://blenderdemo.com/smartbook
https://blenderdemo.com/smartbook-july
https://blenderdemo.com/covid-list
https://blenderdemo.com/ukraine-list
https://blenderdemo.com/ukraine-list-new
https://blenderdemo.com/covid-extract
https://blenderdemo.com/ukraine-extract
https://incas.csl.illinois.edu/blender/INCAS_Framing_(LM_Stance_Re-switching)
https://incas.csl.illinois.edu/blender/INCAS_Political_Stance_Classification
https://github.com/yrf1/InfoSurgeon
https://github.com/uiucnlp/covid-claim-radar
https://hub.docker.com/repository/docker/blendernlp/covid-claim-radar
http://blender.cs.illinois.edu/aida/covid_claim_radar.mp4
https://github.com/RESIN-KAIROS/RESIN-pipeline-public
https://github.com/RESIN-KAIROS/RESIN-pipeline-public
http://blender.cs.illinois.edu/software/oneie/
https://github.com/GAIA-AIDA/uiuc_ie_pipeline_fine_grained
https://hub.docker.com/orgs/blendernlp/
https://hub.docker.com/u/dannapierskitoptal
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